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T WO NO TEWO RTHY HISTO RIC AL C O NTRO VERSIES have p roceeded in p arallel
fashion since the early 1980s without the p rotagonists in either debate being
aware of the other. One concerns warfare and migration among early
nineteenth century African societies and their contribution to the ethnic
divisions that flowered under South Africa's ap artheid regime. The other
concerns the role of external barbarians and their migrations in the fall of
the Western Roman Emp ire and the founding of enduring Europ ean nations.
Unquestionably these controversies differ substantially, both in the issues at
stake and in their temp oral and geograp hical scale. But they raise similar
questions about concep ts of tribes, barbarians, and mass migrations
formulated by p revious generations of historians. Nineteenth century
knowledge about the p recolonial societies of Southern Africa was generated
by methodologies and assump tions now known to be flawed, with many of
them reflecting the legacy of classical...
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